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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: RAMSAY, CARL

Age if under 18: OVER 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 9 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: C RAMSAY Date: 02/03/2018

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement relates to the incident at Grenfell Tower on 14th June 2017 and covers the actions I took

and instructions given on the night. This is a written account from an interview conducted by PC

Beverley GAVIN-MALAM and PC Richard GREENGRASS at Bexley Fire Station on MONDAY 29th

JANUARY 2018. Also present is my Fire Brigade Union representative John LAMB

In this statement I will refer to the fire fighters I was posted with on the night, they are Fire Fighter

McARTHUR (FF), Fire Fighter FRANKLIN and our driver Fire Fighter Le MARREC who was a stand

in from a station at Chelsea. I will also refer to the route taken to the incident and the conditions

surrounding and inside the tower.

I am Crew Manager in development Carl RAMSAY attached to Red Watch based in Bexley Fire Station

E28. I've been in the London Fire Brigade for seventeen years, I had four years at Plaistow on Blue

Watch, four years at East Ham on Blue Watch, I then came to Bexley initially on Blue Watch before

moving over to Red Watch.

My training for the last twelve years has mostly been around the specialist role required to work at Fire

Rescue Unit (FRU) stations where I've been based at the time. At East Ham I held my search and rescue

qualification for eight years and was also in a line specialist role dealing with rope rescues used for

building scenarios. At my current station of Bexley, my role has included training in large animal rescue,

Hazmat (hazardous materials) incidents and I've also obtained the relevant skills for water rescue

incidents and dealing with road traffic accidents.
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Theres always training going on a weekly basis, it's a rota in the station diary. I think this originated from

Bromley's station training, Bromley's training plan has been rolled out for every station to mirror, and is

designed so that every shift will do the same training on the same day. The FRU training is mixed up

from a diary as we have to keep up the various skills required and is done every three months.

Previously in my career I've been on 72D familiarisation visits to buildings. These are scheduled on a risk

matrix based on the type of building and the number of people inside. On a visit we would check the

layout of the building plus check for any flammable and toxic contents, water supply location and

entry/exit positions. The visits are done regularly during a weekly shift pattern and are buildings are

rechecked every year.

We do regular high-rise training including a breathing apparatus (BA) drill last week. We have ladder and

hose drills on the tower in the yard, again these are put into the station diary so we know what training is

being done on a particular day. The training can be done either during a day or night shift, we cover

compartmentation fires and backdraft risks. We don't really do training for when a compartment fire fails.

It doesn't really happen and I've never seen it happen. We only have a couple of high rise towers on our

ground so don't get called to many fires here, I've previously been to a few at Plaistow and East Ham

during my time at those stations. The training does still happen with regards to procedures and policy but

as I'm posted to the FRU, we will only go to a tower block fire when the call is made to make it larger

than an eight pump call. The ladder appliance crew will usually be the initial truck sent.

A compartment fire can also relate with the stay put policy which is usually implemented at the time of a

high rise incident. The stay put policy is given when a trapped person will talk to the control room and we

are then given the information regarding which flat or floor that person is on so we go and assist them

getting out rather than them try on their own. It's easier for us this way rather than having several dozen

residents trying to come down whilst fire fighters are going up, especially in an incident like Grenfell

where the stairs were so narrow.

On the night of the incident I started my shift at 8pm and we had our role call. My job as a crew manager

along with the watch manager is to detail the rider positions and postings in the appliance and the fire

fighter roles during the shift and at any incident we attend so they know what their responsibilities, such

as who will be the BA crew and who will be the entry control officer. We then did the machine equipment

inventory to check everything required is there and not broken and completed the electronic log to say

this was complete.
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We would have had the training that had been scheduled for that day from the diary but I can't remember

what it was on that occasion. We were then put on stand-down from midnight until 6:40am so were able

to rest obviously pending any fire calls that came in.

I was posted on the FRU call sign E286. The FRU appliance doesn't carry any hose or ladders, the

equipment is extended duration breathing apparatus (EDBA), we also have spare cylinders on there for air

changes when required or if we need to assist with the rescue of a fire fighter who is trapped or in any

distress.

Our first call was when the bells came down at 3:40am to Grenfell Tower. The lights come on and the

station tannoy will say mobilise. I have a pager as part of my role and the information coming through

was the longest I've ever seen. The printout page in the watch room was going for ages listing out all the

machines that were going to the fire. There was some confusion to start with as someone said it was a

four pump fire and questioned why we were being sent. We then realised it was a forty pump call so

would be needed. The crew got on the machine and luckily the driver we had that night knew the route.

He was from a Chelsea fire station and had a good local knowledge of that area. The mobile data terminal

(MDT) in the engine wasn't very good as the map system doesn't show a wide area, it's just a dot of

where you're going so I was pleased he knew how to get us there.

There was some confusion over our rendezvous point. I could hear on the radio that our appliance was

being sent to a different location that wasn't the same as everyone else, so I spoke to control to confirm

where they wanted us. Eventually they came back and sent us to ELGIN CRESCENT.

I don't remember the route we took exactly but I know we went up the A40 as it was closed due to

resurface work but we still went down it anyway. I could see the tower in the distance, it was just flames

and smoke. I've never seen anything like it before. As we got closer to ELGIN CRESCENT we lost sight

of the the tower as it is very built up around there, the best view during the journey was from an elevated

section of road by Westfield Shopping Centre. We nearly had an accident here as people were just

stopping their cars and getting out to take pictures of the tower.

Normally a high rise fire will cover a few windows over a couple of floors and just be a bit of fire and

smoke, looking at Grenfell it was clear all four sides of the tower were alight and there were lots of

windows showing fire inside. Someone on the truck said it was lit up like a Christmas tree, to me it just

looked like a movie scene or something from Game of Thrones, it didn't seem real. I was completely

shocked to see this and kept thinking about the people inside plus the fact that any chances of rescuing

them from that were quite slim.
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The brigade stance now is not really to commit people to a burning building, if a derelict warehouse is on

fire then for safety reasons we don't send many fire fighters in. No one in the crew didn't want to go in to

the tower as we are all trained to do the job but it was a surprise when told we would all be going in.

As we got closer to the RVP I was using Google Maps on my phone to locate ELGIN CRESCENT. Once

we were parked, I saw a watch manager from Lewisham on the corner of the street at the junction with

LADBROICE GROVE, I've met him before and think is name is Christian and was working on one of the

command units.

The command unit will be where senior officers would liaise with other emergency service and start

planning the incident management, this is where we get the information of the incident and book in, the

role board is a list of everyone that is on the truck so the command know who's in attendance. Our

instructions were to take our breathing apparatus (BA) and some spare cylinders then go to the tower.

Christian gave us a little map that had been drawn showing the route we should take. We walked down

Elgin Crescent turned right into Clarendon Road and then into Bowmore Road to a pathway through an

estate with a police cordon that led down to the leisure centre. I went to a command unit that was on

Grenfell Road and gave in the nominal role board with our crew details.

We arrived at a small holding area by a patch of green next to the leisure centre, this was just along from

what was the main holding area that firefighters were being sent to. As we had come in from a different

route, we ended up going straight to the small one so jumped the queue a bit, this didn't seem to be much

of a problem as we were extended duration breathing apparatus (EDBA) wearers and these were going to

be committed to the tower first anyway.

We were sat against a wall outside the leisure centre on the east side of the tower. I could see there was an

aerial ladder platform appliance being used on one corner of the building, from this area looking at the

tower I could see debris falling from it, there was talk that some people had jumped and there were visible

deceased bodies in bags outside leisure centre. The debris was a mix of large bits of charred installation,

windows were falling, there were various bits of metal and glass all just raining down. It was just getting

worse the longer it went on, a total mess. The tower was still very much alight even after three hours in

and it was noisy, lots of shouting around the tower mostly from safety officers on the ground trying to

make crews aware of debris as they were coming from or going to the tower.

We moved from this first area and were sent along a covered tunnel or canopy car park area where there

was ankle-deep water leading past the main tower entrance. There was a body bag that was under a

canopy, that was being kept dry and away from the water as we passed through. We went around via the
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south side of the tower to the west side where the entrance we would go in to the tower was located. The

second holding area was by a childrens playground, this was where we had to wait before going in, the

police were there with riot shields being used to protect us from the falling debris and an officer was

looking out for when it was safe to go across. Crews were being sent in two at a time with the police

officer holding the shield above them.

We waited for a few minutes then once together by the base of the tower our crew went down the side of

the playground and into the Tower through a single door into what I believe to be a surgery; it was a large

room with many chairs and tables, passed a small toilet on the right and continued through into the lobby

area with a lift lobby present to our left. The entry control was at the base of the stairs. Entry control is

where crews report to before entering the fire area, on the BA sets there is a piece of plastic called a tally

that gets plugged into the entry control board (ECB) and monitors the air of that fire fighter registers their

time of entry and allows the entry control officer to alert them if they need to preserve air, if air is low or

they need to get back down in an emergency. The entry control area was flooded from the water coming

down from the above floors, it was running down the stairs and coming through the ceiling, there was a

bit of smoke in the air but wasn't too bad. There was a fair bit of noise with lots of bangs and crashes

coming from outside where the debris was falling.

I remember seeing a couple of people coming down from the tower, there was one man who came

walking down wearing swim goggles, I assume to protect him from the smoke. It was between 4:30 to

Sam in the morning now so I was surprised to see this guy come down. There was chatter amongst the fire

crews about someone being on the phone from the roof on FaceBook, and there were people at the

windows waving. It was just lots of people saying various bits and pieces as we were sat here. Some fire

fighters had concerns that the tower would come down after what happened with 9/11 plus the building

was having to withstand a lot of heat.

There were about twelve of us sat by the lifts waiting to be committed, every now and then a Group

Manager (GM) WELCH would request fire crews to go up the tower and we would obviously move up

the line to be sent in. During this wait time I didn't see the lifts in use or hear any alarms sounding inside

the lobby area.

When it was our turn, we moved to the entry control point by the stairs. This is also known as the

Bridgehead and would usually be two floors below the fire floor but as this fire was so low in the

building, entry control was left on the ground.
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It was clear at this point there was a bit of panic in the air, I could hear conversations being had about

open phone lines to control and that there were fire survival guidance calls going on. There was loads of

writing on the walls with crew names and information where they had run out of room on the three entry

control boards being used.

We were given our brief by the senior officer running the boards Pat GOLDBOURNE, he told us to go to

the eleventh floor along with another crew that were taking hose up for us, we had been made aware that

there were deceased bodies on the stairs and that we should attempt to fight the fire and perform search

and rescue as best we could. There was a bit of desperation in the briefing, we basically got told

something along the lines of do what you can to help the people up there or they would die if we couldn't

get them out.

As a crew of four we went up, the journey was long as carrying EDBA adds weight on your back, we also

now had our masks on so were under air. The condition going up kept changing, from the second floor

there was smoke slowly that got worse up to the sixth or seventh floors. The heat increased and was very

intense on the higher floors from the tenth to the twelfth but the visibility was ok, enough for me to see

the deceased bodies. There was a large afro carribean lady on the tenth floor lying on her back with her

legs coming down the stairwell, she was difficult to get past and I also noticed a small white dog on the

stairs.

Obviously the stairs were filled with smoke and this was made worse each time other crews got to the

floors they had been sent to and opened doors which then let out the smoke from the floor lobby. The stair

walls were black from the smoke; we didn't know which floors we were passing. On the eighth someone

wiped the wall to see exactly how far we had got, there was a lot of hose all over the stairs and people

coming down plus a stream of water flowing down from above us. It was tough to get up with all the

equipment we carry and the heat was just intense, these were very difficult conditions to move in.

The crew bringing the hose up had another task further up the tower, they were wearing SDBA and just

dropped the hose for us and continued moving up. We had gone up too far past our floor and I saw what I

believed was the body of a small child on the stairs, I didn't get close enough to see it exactly. I could just

make out a small body shape and could tell it wasn't an adult.

We had gone up to the twelfth floor where a firefighter in the crew wiped the wall and we realised we

come up one floor too many so went back down to the eleventh to stick to our brief.

On the eleventh the door from the stairs the lobby was closed, normally we would be able to do a door

procedure by spraying water on it to check the heat on the other side but as we had no water or connected
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hose at this point we had to go off policy to enter. Initially I sent a crew of two in to try and find the dry

riser for the hose connection, it was pitch black and we had no idea the floor layout from the narrow

stairwell so this would be difficult as they had no idea if they should turn left or right from the door. They

came back and said they couldn't find it and it was far too hot to go any further in that area, others in the

crew tried to go in individually and locate the water supply but were also unable to find it and again

saying the heat was too much.

I had to make the decision based on what my crew had told me about the conditions and think about all of

our safety, we couldn't get the water supply connected on this floor so went to the floor below and tried to

connect to the dry riser there.

We took the 70mi1 hose that was dropped by the other crew and fixed it to the dry riser on the tenth

before taking it back up to the eleventh. The hose should have been fully charged but the pressure was so

low that I had to send a fire fighter back down to check the connection and that it was turned on. They

came back saying it was all ok but I could easily stand on it due it being so limp, I'd say it was as

effective as a garden hose, it would just dribble out by our boots and couldn't reach the walls to enable us

to fire fight.

There are principles we go through in this situation of low water pressure where we check the hose for

any twists or knots that could have an effect on the water flow, if the pressure is good enough then it'll

normally knock these out straight away. We followed the hose back down and saw it had tangled around

the leg of the lady on the stairs, this was released and we went back up to try again but still the water

pressure wasn't there. There were no radio comms here and by now my radio battery had died so we

couldn't communicate this information back down or ask for assistance. This was frustrating and

confusing as there was no visible reason why we had no water, I was in charge of the crew and have had

to make a decision that we clearly couldn't do anymore on this floor to fight the fire or rescue people. I

had to think of my crew and the dangers to them, the heat in the lobby would have made it difficult for

anyone to survive in there so sending fire fighters in and putting them at risk for potentially un-saveable

life wasn't an option.

There was another crew that also had no water on the stairs so I took the crew back down the tower to

entry control. The conditions on the way down were pretty much the same as when we went up. I spoke

with the entry control officers and explained we had no water on the higher floors, they seemed to already

know as outside through the glass doors there was a burst hose spraying water everywhere. This hose

couldn't be changed as it was in a dangerous position with debris still falling and covering it. Usually a
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burst hose can be changed in under five minutes but this was a completely different scenario with pockets

of fire and burning bits of debris falling from the tower.

Again the police with the shields escorted us back out the building and down the side of the playground,

we'd been told to reset out BA and report back. The route back out took us to a water stand that we saw

and then ended up walking a long way round past a command unit on BRAMLEY ROAD and passing a

church somewhere in the block, I think we were trying to take the whole situation in and were distracted

whilst walking. There were a lot of the public around offering praise but we didn't feel it was deserved

for us as we hadn't been able to do as much as we wanted. Eventually we got back to the main holding

area on the east side that we were first in, there were some spare BA air cylinders here and also some blue

tents being used as a makeshift morgue.

We changed our cylinders and then tried to go back to the tower but were stopped by an officer who was

talking to someone else on the radio asking why we had to go straight back when there were crews that

hadn't been in for a first wear yet.

After a half hour wait at the font of the queue, there was a request for three crews to go in. I volunteered

us to be one of them as we had already said we wanted to get back in and do something. The officer was

apologetic for stopping us but explained he had to use the fresher crews before us.

Again as a crew we moved to the west side of the tower and were held in an area by the playground. The

conditions were still flooded on the walk and the tower was still on fire. We waited by the far wall here

with about forty other fire fighters in a mix of SDBA and EDBA wearers. There were requests for various

numbers to go in and we'd move along the queue to another area next to some offices where we then got

taken in once more under police shields to the tower. Visible debris was still falling from the tower.

Now we were in the surgery area we had passed through on our first wear and sat here waiting for about

two hours, I'd say it was probably 9:30-10:00am in the morning now. I could see through the entrance

door bits of the building debris hitting the floor outside, there were now some pumps in the lobby area

working hard and giving out strong fumes all around us.

This wait time was frustrating, we were standing around with heavy EDBA kit on our backs and I could

see SDBA crews being sent in ahead of us and this was supposed to be our second wear to make up for

the first so we could feel that we'd done something. There wasn't any chance to rest here as the water was

ankle deep and the chairs couldn't cope with the weight so kept collapsing every time a fire fighter sat on

one.
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After the two-hour wait, an officer I think was a GM came over and took us up to the fourth floor to the

bridgehead entry control that had moved here from the ground. We were now being tasked with hose

management, and to remove our BA Sets and to disconnect the hose and take out the stuff not being used,

A firefighter that was in the Lewisham crew was having a go at the GM saying that they were exhausted,

The GM was saying that everyone was exhausted but there were still people to be saved, I was surprised

that a EDBA crew was being used for such a task, as the EDBA set would have been more beneficial to

progress up the tower. The original outburst from the firefighter from Lewisham, I later found out to by a

stand by that had been sent to Lewisham for the night from Chelsea. I know the Lewisham crew relatively

well due to being on incidents and training events with them But had not seen this firefighter before. The

GM seemed or just excepted his outburst.

The GM soon realised that we were from Red Watch and told us to leave as we should have already been

relieved from our duties so we didn't end up doing any of the hose disconnecting after all. This was even

more frustrating as we had waited for two hours for nothing really and just got replaced by a new crew.

We left the tower with the police and returned to the command unit on BOWMORE ROAD where I

collected our nominal role board, the crew walked up to get some refreshments and were then told to got

to Paddington Fire Station for the debrief. Our truck was still on ELGIN CRESCENT, there were lots of

media around taking pictures and members of the public were offering so much support and food, it was

just great community spirit. I've never seen anything like this before but as we had to get to Paddington

the crew just got to the truck and we finally left the area at about 1:45pm.

I told the officers at Paddington we were from Bexley and had to get back for the next shift so needed to

know what contingencies were in place, there were none. I was also concerned about whether our driver

was fit to drive having been up all night and was exhausted, we did have a small incident with a cyclist on

the way back due to simple lack of attention from both parties, a few words and apologies were

exchanged and we went on our way.

Since the incident I've been hounded by the media press. My picture was on the front of the Metro paper

the day after and I've had friend from various news companies on social media and phone calls both

personally and to the station. I did a painting with another fire fighter and raffled it to raise some money

for the Red Cross and the Evening Standard called to speak with me about this, but all the guy wanted to

talk about was the fire; what I did, what I saw and how it affected me. I couldn't tell him anything at the

time but previously I had been in the local paper with the mayor so a lot of what I said then and the crew

names were taken and printed in the standard. I got called into the borough commanders office a couple
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of weeks ago asking why I'd spoken to the papers and just had to say that I hadn't given them any of the

quotes or information they printed.

I provide two exhibits to the investigation and enquiry. The first is a copy of my contemporaneous notes

made after the incident. This is exhibit number CAR/1 and has a metropolitan police label attached with

the seal number MPSZ13114303. The second is an A3 aerial view map of the tower and surrounding area

that I referenced during the interview and marked various locations of holding areas and the entrance to

the tower. This is exhibit CAR/2 and has the label seal of MPSZ13114304.
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